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Automate, Secure, and Simplify Archive Migrations

Whether you’re upgrading your on 
premise, legacy information archive 
to a new one, or migrating your 
data to the cloud, FastCollect for 
Archives makes it possible to quickly 
achieve accurate, efficient and 
secure data migrations. 

Designed to tightly integrate with 
existing archive storage solutions, 
FastCollect operates at the object- 

Compliance Archive Secure Data Access Search & Analytics
• Support for unlimited data types
• Complies with SEC, GDPR, and

MiFID II rules
• Immutable and auditable storage

• Granular user access controls
and data encryption

• Native integration with Azure AD,
Azure RMS, and SharePoint

• Configurable, indexable, scalable
search

• Intelligent data analysis with Azure
Cognitive Services, Media Services,
and Machine Learning
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Migrate information with 
99.9% accuracy into the 
target solution

Eliminate downtime and 
impacts on productivity

Deliver legally definsible 
migrations that meet 
regulatory compliance 
mandates

Avoid data loss and 
reduce risk while
preserving message 
fidelity

Maintain item-level audit 
trails and conduct 
comprehensive reporting

Reduce costs and pay 
only for what you use, 
not by mailbox

FastCollect 
enables you to:

About Archive360 
Archive360 is the world’s leading provider of data migration and management solutions for the Microsoft cloud.  Since 
2012, Archive360 has securely migrated data into the Microsoft cloud with record-breaking speed, verifiable data fidelity 
and legally defensible chain of custody. To learn more, please visit: www.archive360.com.
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Product Brief

Image: Get a complete characterization of your current information archive and make informed 
decisions about your storage allocation and data to be migrated to the cloud. 

level to collect and move all your 
archived information, including 
metadata and stubs—so you’re 
able to seamlessly migrate in a 
matter of hours, not weeks or 
months. 




